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		The computing power that's available on the average desktop has exploded in the past few years. A typical PC has performance exceeding that of a multi-million dollar supercomputer a mere decade ago. To some people, that might mean that it's time to sit back and watch computers get faster: performance is no longer an issue, we'll let hardware do the work. But if you're looking at this book, you're not one of them. Performance is always an issue. Even with the fastest computers, there's a need to harness the processing power and get more work done in a limited amount of time.If you're a software developer, you probably know that getting the most out of a modern workstation or PC can be tricky. Paying closer attention to memory reference patterns and loop structure can have a huge payoff. High Performance Computing discusses how modern workstations get their performance and how you can write code that makes optimal use of your hardware. You'll learn what the newest buzzwords really mean, how caching and other memory design features affect the way your software behaves, and where the newest "post-RISC" architectures are headed.If you're involved with purchasing or evaluating workstations, this book will help you make intelligent comparisons. You'll learn how to interpret the commonly quoted industry benchmarks, what vendors do to show their machines in the best possible light, and how to run your own benchmarks.Whether you're using the latest Pentium PC or a highly specialized multiprocessor, you'll find High Performance Computing an indispensable guide. Topics covered include:

		
			CPU and memory architecture for RISC microprocessors and their successors
	
			Optimizing compilers
	
			Timing and profiling programs
	
			Understanding parallelism
	
			Loop and memory reference optimizations
	
			Benchmarking
	
			Parallel Computing and Multiprocessing
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Artificial Intelligence. An International PerspectiveSpringer, 2009

	Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a rapidly growing inter-disciplinary field with a long and distinguished history that involves many countries and considerably pre-dates the development of computers. It can be traced back at least as far as Ancient Greece and has evolved over time to become a major subfield of computer science in general.
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MySQL Troubleshooting: What To Do When Queries Don't WorkO'Reilly, 2012

	I have worked since May 2006 as a principal technical support engineer in the Bugs
	Verification Group of the MySQL Support Group for MySQL AB, then Sun, and finally
	Oracle. During my daily job, I often see users who are stuck with a problem and have
	no idea what to do next. Well-verified methods exist to find the cause of the problem...
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The Cradle of Language (Studies in the Evolution of Language)Oxford University Press, 2009
This book is the first to focus on the African origins of human language. It explores the origins of language and culture 250,000-150,000 years ago when modern humans evolved in Africa. Scholars from around the world address the fossil, genetic, and archaeological evidence and critically examine the ways it has been interpreted. The book also...
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Language and Communication: Essential Concepts for User Interface and Documentation DesignOxford University Press, 1999
Computer interfaces and documentation are notorious for being difficult to learn and use. This timely volume shows how ideas developed by linguists and language teachers can be used to design computers which are truly user-friendly. The author argues that software and hardware designers should see users as language learners and consider such...
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Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier (One-Off)Que, 2005
You bought your Centrino laptop computer because of its ease-of-use and portability. But are you using your laptop to its maximum potential? Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier will show you what to expect when buying and configuring your laptop and how to use built-in features such as digital...
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Programming Languages and Systems: 7th European Symposium on Programming, ESOP'98, Held as Part of the Joint European Conferences on TheorySpringer, 1998


	The European conference situation in the general area of software science has

	long been considered unsatisfactory. A fairly large number of small and mediumsized

	conferences and workshops take place on an irregular basis, competing for

	high-quality contributions and for enough attendees to make them financially

	viable....
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